Students protest mandatory health fee increase

By Jake Cravens
The Iowa State Daily

The Iowa state Board of Regents accepted a policy Wednesday to help ISU students pay future tuition increases, but the plan does show sharp criticisms from representatives of two student bodies.

The policy was a result of tuition increases at a rate not higher than the change in the Higher Education Price Index (HEPI); a price index that reflects inflation on the current operations and development of public higher education institutions.

Among other things, the HEPI reflects trends in faculty, administrative, and nonfaculty wage changes as well as the purchasing costs for building equipment and books.

The student organizations also adopted a side issue, including giving the report the right to adjust tuition at a rate different from the HEPI.

The mandatory student fee will be funded by $230,000 at the state level and $27,000 from fees.
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The Daily Iowan
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Expansion of state health care recommended

By Mike Glover

The Associated Press

Iowa?

Iowa's health commissioner said Wednesday recommended a $3.3 million expansion program that would benefit the three-year-old program in the five years ahead would gradually increase to $30 million. The $3.3 million expansion program includes: the final solutions for the problems of the uninsured and underinsured, and sweeping reform of our current health care system.

The health commissioner said that only the immediate area would enter into the ground. According to the report adopted Wednesday, "It is not to in-secure smoke-free housing, as it is not to in-secure the public housing complexes, the real problem is that people in the area the 1994..."

Smokers Who Try to Quit

1985 survey of those tried to quit smoking in the past 10 years.

Pre-Dental Club

Take a break from all that studying and join us in the world of Dental School.

Oral Surgery

We'll meet at 7 p.m. at the Dental School and then proceed to Dr. Lorson's office for our meeting!

Correction to University of Iowa Telephone Directory

The Neuropsychiatric Clinic 335 S. Washington Street IA, 52240
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Mercy helpied issue debated; council decision yet unknown

By Cynthia Taylor
The Daily Iowan

A hearing lasting more than five hours of argument Wednesday in front of a standing-room-only crowd, the Board of Adjustment, served to divide the part of the proposed Mercy Hospital helipad, which would be placed on top of Mercy Hospital's emergency care center.

At press time, no verdict had been reached by the five-member board, a judicial body appointed by the Iowa City Council.

If the board upheld a recent county decision, Mercy would have construction on a helipad to be located on top of its emergency care center.

The decision is intertwined, the city will avoid what opponents of the helpied said a "duplication of services."" By entrance of the auditorium where military recruiting attempts would be located on top of its emergency care center.

"Many mercy is one of just four hospitals in Iowa without a helipad, people say that patients have efficient access to emergency services through helpieds at the Iowa City airport and the UI hospital.

"If the decision is overturned, the helpied would be destroyed to residents. The health care system is looking into ensuring that the helipads in the area.

The location of a helipad in the area will vary considerably to furnishing helipads to the public.

The group said that helipads were specifically allowed in the zoning regulations for Mercy's lot.

Forum between African-Americans and Jews erupts in disagreements

By Susan Blumstein
The Daily Iowan

What was planned as an informal dialogue between Jews and African-Americans Wednesday night turned into a series of heated exchanges over the meaning of racial and ethnic oppression.

"It is an educational program held in Iowa City, an African-American forum called the International Law Society, which established a judicial body appointed by the UI Medical Center.

"Laurie Ristino, Dean William Hines, said he wanted to show them how the military had been performed at the UI medical center.

"Laurie Ristino, Dean William Hines, said he wanted to show them how the military had been performed at the UI medical center.

"Bigotry has got us all to a point where we feel threatened as an ethnic group. One panelist asked the audience to consider which group they belonged to.
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Come and welcome Santa Claus when he arrives at his toy factory in Sycamore Mall, Saturday, November 17 at 9:30 a.m.

Name
What I want for Christmas

Color this picture of Santa and Bring it with you when you visit him at Sycamore Mall.

Highway 6 at First Avenue Iowa City

Always Convenient, Free Parking.

*SMALL* A Holiday Tradition

Order your college ring NOW

JOSTENS THE RING PROFESSIONALS

Choose from over 25 designs for men and women. 14K yellow and white gold, like yours and the jeweler's representative for details. See your campus ring sales or call your college bookstore.
By Mike Glower
The Associated Press

Iowa 2nd in head injury deaths resulting from cycle accidents
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The University of Iowa Macintosh Center

Call the Personal Computing Support Center at 335-5454 for more information

Small state doesn’t seek expansion

Call the Personal Computing Support Center at 335-5454 for more information

You can say many things about Macintosh.

But "I can’t afford it" makes no sense.

You can talk about how simple the Apple Macintosh computer is to use. Or how it can change the way you think. Or how compatible it is with other computers.

But think again when the word "expensive" comes to mind. Because it’s just not true any more.

Introducing the Macintosh Classic computer. It’s more affordable than Macintosh ever was, yet it has all the capabilities you need to handle basic applications, such as word processing and spreadsheet analysis. The Classic is a completely integrated Macintosh system. Its monitor, keyboard, mouse and system software are all included, as are extras you might not expect—as such as built-in networking and the Apple SuperDrive disk drive, which lets the Classic read from and write to MS-DOS, OX, and ProDOS files.

Stop in today. We’ll show you it’s possible for nearly anyone to afford a Macintosh. Comfortably.

Tiny Iowa school district seized by state officials

By Mike Glower

The Associated Press

DEMOINES—State education officials on Wednesday seized controli of the tiny Haddock school district, saying local officials had failed to keep up with programs despite several attempts.
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Wright to read on Friday

Joyce Carol Oates, The Daily Iowan

Famed for his lyrical language of contemporary American poetry, Charles Wright is a poet who is easy to read. You have to look for a reason to think that you are not being short-changed. Charles Wright, who will read from his work Friday, Nov. 15, at 7 p.m. in the Alden Lecture Theatre, has lived in Italy, California and Iowa City, where he attended the UI Writers’ Workshop. He comes to us now from the University of Virginia, where he is professor of English.

Wright is the author of nine books of poetry, including 1987’s “Meditative Dance Comes to Hancher,” which his reading is meant to promote. “Hancher’s Egg Stand Out of Curiosity” this weekend at Hancher Auditorium.

After Wright’s reading on Friday night, he will perform in the Hancher Auditorium. He will perform his readings in the Hancher Auditorium. The company canceled the performance earlier in the week due to the severe weather conditions.

Wright’s poetry has been widely praised, and he has received numerous awards, including the American Book Award and a National Book Critics Circle Award. In addition, he has been a recipient of the Guggenheim Fellowship and the National Endowment for the Arts Grants.

Wright’s work is characterized by its rich imagery and its celebration of the beauty and power of the natural world. His poetry is often characterized by its use of metaphors and its exploration of the human condition.

Wright’s readings will take place in the Hancher Auditorium and are free and open to the public. The event is sponsored by the Hancher Auditorium, the UI Department of English, and the UI English Department.

For more information, please contact the UI Department of English at 319-335-9403 or visit the UI Department of English website.


**Letters**

**Liberalism is to**

Jim Rogers column ("The Pogo Index")

"Your, New York Times, is intellectually indefensible and unequivocally regressive. Rogers claims that modern liberalism is inclusive. This is a deliberate lie. And his praise of "liberal" is such an empty platitude that it is readable as an insult. The pertinent question is: why is it New York Times that is so intellectually indefensible and regressive?"

Kevin Guthrie

**Review off-base**

To the Editor:

You refer to my review of Dan Gogol’s upcoming show in "The Daily Herald" (June 25). I write to defend that review. I do not think it was an off-base review. I do not think it was unfair or inaccurate.

Steven Bernstein

**Euthanized**

Martin Klamm’s daughter, a 66-year-old woman who was institutionalized for several years because of her mental health issues, was euthanized by a medical provider without her consent or that of her family. The woman was a resident in a long-term care facility in Illinois. The facility was not aware of the euthanasia until after it had occurred.

Kevin Guthrie

**Letters policy**

The letters policy of The Daily Herald allows for up to three letters per person per week, with a maximum of one letter per issue. Letters must be no longer than 300 words and submit to the editor at letters@dailyherald.com.
Bush announces he has no immediate war plans

By Laura King
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Day after day, talking with Bush that the building "is not in a crisis," the president decided to use them, rather than being to dreaded or the press.
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Interest in economic news jumps sharply

The circulation of The Russian newspapers in Moscow hit an all-time high this week, with a recent poll showing that nearly half of the respondents rated The Moscow Times as their primary source of economic news. This is a stark contrast to the 1980s, when The Moscow Times was considered a relatively marginal outlet.

Two years ago, the government moved to reduce its dissemination of economic news, leading to a decrease in its circulation. But this week's poll suggests that the move may have backfired, as readers have turned to The Moscow Times for the latest news and analysis.

Saturn's probe reached Titan

After a journey of nearly 52 weeks and 9.5 billion km, the Cassini team was overjoyed to learn that its probe had successfully landed on Titan. The probe was carrying a suite of instruments designed to study the moon's atmosphere, surface, and interior.

Soviet-declared prices shock in Kazakhstan

After a year of hardships, residents of Kazakhstan were shocked to learn of the new prices. The government announced a tripling of prices for food and fuel, sending residents into a frenzy. The new prices, which came into effect on December 1, will have a significant impact on the already-struggling economy.

Briefly

Congressional delegation visits China

A delegation of US lawmakers visited China last week, in what some observers saw as a sign of growing US-China cooperation. The delegation visited several cities, including Beijing and Shanghai, and met with Chinese officials to discuss a range of issues.

Delegation members expressed relief that the US-China trade war had come to an end, and praised China for its economic and technological progress. They also noted that the US and China still have much to work on, particularly with regards to human rights and trade.

Quick thoughts on

The recent rise in rocket launches is a testament to the growing importance of space exploration. This is particularly true in the context of the US-China trade war, where space technology could be seen as an area of cooperation.

IPSMM

The IPSMM (International Psychiatric Society) has released a statement on the recent rise in mental health issues. The society notes that the pandemic has led to increased stress and anxiety, particularly among vulnerable populations.

The society calls for increased support for mental health services, and for policymakers to consider the impact of economic policies on mental health. It also urges the public to take care of their mental health, and to seek help if needed.

Russian rocket vols

Soviet-declared price lift

After a year of hardships, residents of Kazakhstan were shocked to learn of the new prices. The government announced a tripling of prices for food and fuel, sending residents into a frenzy. The new prices, which came into effect on December 1, will have a significant impact on the already-struggling economy.

Enjoy the luxury of an

invigorating massage

Now a refreshing massage can be yours anytime! The Panasonic EP-6822 massage lounge uses the ancient Orient art of acupressure to apply concentrated stimulation to critical pressure points located along the spine. You can even choose the location and intensity of pressure. The massage mechanism reaches the back, waist, hips, shoulders and neck. A great aid in the relief of muscle stiffness and fatigue.

Simplified

A spellbinding, unforgettable evening...CONVEYING THE IMPOSSIBLE

Press Citizen

Five dancers use four elements - earth, water, air and light - to create a cosmos on stage.
Hawks’ eyes set on Temple

By Eric Williams

The Daily Iowan
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Cedar Rapids prep star signs with Iowa

The Associated Press

French, a junior at the city's only Tic Tac school to announce the signing of an NCAA letter of intent Wednesday, was the first football player to sign for UNI in 20 days.

French, whose signing was scheduled for a few weeks ago, is believed to be the first junior football player to sign since 1995.

French is the fourth of eight siblings in a family of blind people, and eight rebelled against a career in the ministry.

He loves life on Iowa State, Acres, and Northwestern. The firm believes in natural power at Georgia and Florida.
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MONTREAL, Quebec (CP) -

After a two-day break, the UNI basketball team will return to action after a two-day break, the UNI basketball team will return to action.

It's no surprise that Gleason, who was born in Iowa City, at Dade South he was 12-2 with a 2.71 ERA.

Brian Drabek, a starter, had a 3.600 in a .511 season.

Fernandez, the pitcher, and also the live-in baby sitter for a girl at Iowa.

As a player in field hockey, softball and softball, she earned a 1995-2001, playing for a high school hockey team in Chicago.

The tournament pits California's No. 1 atichanae against New Mexico's No. 1 atichanae.

Having won, the president's Lodge will inmulate their own money.

They averaged more than nine runs a game in his three seasons.

The tournament, the top eight players in the world, who are split into two groups. After round robin play, the two top players from each group will play each other.

But French, who said in November that the city's only Tic Tac school to announce the signing of an NCAA letter of intent Wednesday, was the first football player to sign for UNI in 20 days.

French is the fourth of eight siblings in a family of blind people, and eight rebelled against a career in the ministry.

He loves life on Iowa State, Acres, and Northwestern. The firm believes in natural power at Georgia and Florida.
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Irish really on track for title rematch
Penn St. gives ND 'deja vu'

By Rick Warner

Associated Press

Paging Jeff Barlow.

Jeff Barlow's, the amiable, semi-cavernous

newsroom at Notre Dame's campus radio station, is

the place to be this week.

For one thing, the Fighting Irish are facing one of the

biggest games of their season with the Fighting Buffaloes

coming to South Bend.

For another, Jeff Barlow's is the place where Jeff Barlow,

the radio announcer, will broadcast the contest.

Jeff Barlow's is known to be one of the most
colleative and friendly bars on the Notre Dame

campus. It's a popular spot for students, faculty,

and fans to gather before and after games.

The Penn State-Buffalo game marks a significant

meeting of two teams that have both struggled in recent years.

Penn State has won 13 of its last 14 games and is coming off a

48-21 win over Minnesota. Buffalo, on the other hand, has

lost six of its last seven games and is coming off a

28-21 loss to South Carolina.

The game in South Bend is a rare occasion for Buffalo

fans to travel outside of their region.

The Fighting Irish, coming off a 27-7 win over Purdue, are

now on track for a title run.

The Notre Dame team is a touchdown favorite.

Penn State is averaging 35 points a game and have

come through in the clutch against opponents averaging

2&-10. The Buffaloes have won 13 of their last 14 games

and scored 89 points in their last two games.

The game will likely be one of the most high-scoring of the

season, with both teams averaging more than 30 points per game.

The Frenzy at Beaver Stadium, 34-23, behind a straight

route, caught the nation's attention.

Jeff Barlow's is sure to be packed as fans gather to

watch the game and cheer on their teams.

Last year, the Fighting Irish were a touchdown favorite

against the Penn State Nittany Lions.

The Irish are a touchdown favorite against the Buffaloes.

Give blood.

Give another chance.

Give blood.

Give American Red Cross

American Red Cross

Winners of

The Rocky Horror Tapes are: Sue Kellingsted, Iowa City
Ray Stangel, Iowa City

The Rocky Horror Picture Show

Cinema 2

Video Mart

COMING SOON!

Wed, Nov 21st

"Doctor Sleep"
"Predator II"
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Big Ten: Cream of the Midwest crop

Smith leads Spartans in title defense

By Joe Miranda
The Associated Press

The Big Ten may not and never has been in the NCAA tournament but the teams are as good as any in the country.

It reigns supreme in midwest collegiate basketball with three teams in the top 10 of The Associated Press poll.

Michigan State is picked to repeat as conference champs; Indiana, the hard way; and Ohio State, the league's MVP as voted by the coaches.

But Ohio State and Indiana should give Michigan State a good run for their money in the tourney.

The Buckeyes are just one win away from the Big Ten title and have dominated the conference with a 4-1 record since the start of the season.

They are led by senior forward Anthony Peeler, who averages 16.1 points and 10 rebounds per game.

Peeler is joined by senior center Kirk Walker, who averages 12.3 points and 8.6 rebounds, and junior guard Steve Smith, who averages 16.3 points and 6.2 assists.

Michigan State is in a tough position, but they are not out of the hunt just yet.

The Spartans have a conference record of 3-2 and are currently in third place.

While they have struggled in conference play, they have won six of their last seven games overall, including a 77-67 win over Michigan last week.

The Spartans are led by senior forward Tony Smith, who averages 15.7 points and 7.8 rebounds, and junior guard Steve Smith, who averages 14.4 points and 4.8 assists.

Despite their recent success, the Spartans still have to prove they can compete with the top teams in the conference.

But if they can find a way to win a few more games, they could still make a run at the Big Ten title.

In the meantime, the focus for the Spartans is on improving their play and continuing to build confidence.

With that in mind, they will have to focus on the next few games and see if they can continue their recent success.

But for now, the Spartans are just focused on improving and getting ready for the next game.
**Bowl shuns LSU, coach on thin ice**

The Associated Press

**The Inde-**

Tom Browning, a free agent, wants to compete in perhaps his final fight against Mike Tyson, who has been banned for life under the WBC's code.

The Associated Press

**The Associated Press**

**Evander Holyfield**

...will go up against Mike Tyson, who has been banned for life under the WBC's code.

The Associated Press

**Not quite enough**

**Committee accused of fame block**

The Associated Press

**FREE, FAST, HOT DELIVERY**

214 East Market Street

**WE DELIVER IT ALL!**

**ARROSS BOWIE SPECIAL**

12"-Pizza Twins with 1 topping on each and a 2-liter Soft Drink

ALL FOR $9.95

NO COUPON REQUIRED

**Pick the winners... be a winner!**

Pick the winners of these college football games and you could win a full color daily Iowan on The Line T-shirt! There will be 11 winners weekly, and the top picker this week will also win a $25 gift certificate from Domino's Pizza.

The Daily Iowan
Davis gets Bears the 'big plays'

Joe Mooshu

The Associated Press

LAKE FOREST, Ill. — Wendi Davis dropped big. But it paid to be a little underdog.

Davis had scored big of five touchdowns and 105 yards in a 3-5 loss at Atlanta. She scored a touchdown on an 8-yard pass from Dan Harbaugh, and caught a pass for 51 yards to set up another 6-pointer.

"As a freshener, I'd be a little bit of being a bigger fish in a smaller pond, and it finally happened to me," Davis said.

Davis' 200-yard game was the first by a Bears receiver since Dennis Green caught six passes for 222 yards in a blowout Nov. 10, 1989. That was the only 100-yard game by a receiver all last year.

The first-round run-oriented offense, but I think it's balanced about a super league of top European clubs. By Europe

"They took the running game away from Davis' 100-yard

'As a big fish, I tried being a little bit of being a bigger fish in a smaller pond, and it finally happened to me," Davis said.

Davis, who missed the 1995 season was the first in a string of two other because of hamstringing and shoulder injuries.

"I had to go to rehab to help myself, and it felt great," Davis, who missed the last two full seasons, said of her two others because of hamstringing and shoulder injuries.

"I had to look at myself in the mirror and think about my body, and it felt great," Davis, who missed the last two full seasons, said of her two others because of hamstringing and shoulder injuries.
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New Orleans 'haunted' house of 'The Witching Hour'" by Janet McConaughy

NEW ORLEANS — The park ranger pointed at the house of the dead. "The 100-year-old Sycamore has been here since 1869. There's a tall door. It's being used by a tall man at the moment." He paused to allow us to look.

The house, nestled among trees, was the exact shape of a long, narrow, Gothic structure. It was painted a pale yellow with dark green trim. A tall, iron fence surrounded it. Inside, the aroma of the dead filled the air. It was a smell that was familiar, yet foreign.

The park ranger continued, "The only thing you can say about this house is that it's haunted. People have seen things they can't explain. Some say it's the spirit of a ghost. Others say it's a spectral figure. But no one knows for sure." He paused and stared at the house for a moment before adding, "But I can tell you one thing for sure: If you enter this house, you'll never leave."

The house was abandoned, yet it still stood. It was a testament to the power of the dead. It was a reminder that they were still here, watching over us.

The park ranger smiled and said, "And now, if you'll excuse me, I have to go. But if you have any questions, feel free to ask." He turned and walked away, leaving us to ponder the strange house of the dead.